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Download ebook of twenty thousand leagues under the sea (captain nemo #1) by jules
verne french naturalist dr. aronnax embarks on an expedition to hunt down a sea
monster, only to discover instead the nautilus, a remarkable submarine built by the
enigmatic captain nemo. together nemo and aronnax explore the underwater marvels,
undergo a transcendent experience amongst the ruins of atlantis, and plant a black flag
at the south pole. but nemo's mission is one of french naturalist dr. aronnax embarks on
an expedition to hunt down a sea monster, only to discover instead the nautilus, a
remarkable submarine built by the enigmatic captain nemo. together nemo and aronnax
explore the underwater marvels, undergo a transcendent experience amongst the ruins of
atlantis, and plant a black flag at the south pole. but nemo's mission is one of revengeand his methods coldly efficient. ...more
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SCANDALOUS REGENCY NIGHTS: AT THE DUKE'S SERVICE / THE
RAKE'S INTIMATE ENCOUNTER / WICKED EARL, WANTON
WIDOW / THE CAPTAIN'S WICKED WAGER / SEDUCING A
STRANGER (THE NOTORIOUS ST CLAIRES 0 5 INCLUDED)
at the duke's service by carole mortimer the last thing alexander st claire, duke of
stourbridge, expected was angelina hawkins arriving on his doorstep ready to
become his mistress! the rake's intimate encounter by ann lethbridge anthony
darby visits an exclusive club where ladies of the ton indulge their secret desires...
and spies the most alluring woman he's ever laid eye at the duke's service by
carole mortimer the last thing alexander st claire, duke of stourbridge, expected
was angelina hawkins arriving on his doorstep ready to become his mistress! the
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rake's intimate encounter by ann lethbridge anthony darby visits an exclusive club
where ladies of the ton indulge their secret desires. and spies the most alluring
woman he's ever laid eyes on. wicked earl, wanton widow by brownwyn scott
rose janeway had heard rumours of killian redbourne's prowess with women. the
new earl of pembridge was infamously wicked and utterly masculine. the captain's
wicked wager by marguerite kaye daring captain ewan dalgleish can't resist a
scandalous wager with isabella - she must spend three nights with him, each
starting with the roll of the dice. seducing a stranger by christine merrill virile
lieutenant tom godfrey had never met victoria paget, yet he desired her! returning
from the peninsula, he's shocked to find her in a bawdy house. .more

THE LAST VOYAGE OF COLUMBUS: BEING THE EPIC TALE OF
THE GREAT CAPTAIN'S FOURTH EXPEDITION, INCLUDING
ACCOUNTS OF MUTINY, SHIPWRECK, AND DISCOVERY
the year is 1500. christopher columbus, stripped of his title admiral of the ocean
seas, waits in chains in a caribbean prison built under his orders, looking out at the
colony that he founded, nurtured, and ruled for eight years. less than a decade
after discovering the new world, he has fallen into disgrace, accused by the royal
court of being a liar, a secret jew, and a the year is 1500. christopher columbus,
stripped of his title admiral of the ocean seas, waits in chains in a caribbean prison
built under his orders, looking out at the colony that he founded, nurtured, and
ruled for eight years. less than a decade after discovering the new world, he has
fallen into disgrace, accused by the royal court of being a liar, a secret jew, and a
foreigner who sought to steal the riches of the new world for himself. the tall,
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freckled explorer with the aquiline nose, whose flaming red hair long ago turned
gray, passes his days in prayer and rumination, trying to ignore the waterfront
gallows that are all too visible from his cell. and he plots for one great escape, one
last voyage to the ends of the earth, one final chance to prove himself. what
follows is one of history's most epic-and forgotten-adventures. columbus himself
would later claim that his fourth voyage was his greatest. it was without doubt his
most treacherous. of the four ships he led into the unknown, none returned.
columbus would face the worst storms a european explorer had ever encountered.
he would battle to survive amid mutiny, war, and a shipwreck that left him
stranded on a desert isle for almost a year. on his tail were his enemies, sent from
europe to track him down. in front of him: the unknown. martin dugard's thrilling
account of this final voyage brings columbus to life as never before-adventurer,
businessman, father, lover, tyrant, and hero. ...more

THE CAPTAIN'S BEST MATE: THE JOURNAL OF MARY CHIPMAN
LAWRENCE ON THE WHALER ADDISON, 1856-1860
the diary of a wife who, with their five-year old daughter, accompanied her
husband on a three-and-a-half year whaling voyage.
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TALES OF THE LATE IVAN PETROVICH BELKIN, THE QUEEN OF
SPADES, THE CAPTAIN'S DAUGHTER, PETER THE GREAT'S
BLACKAMOOR
the queen of spades has long been acknowledged as one of the world's greatest
short stories. in this classic literary representation of gambling, alexander pushkin
explores the nature of obsession. hints of the occult and gothic alternate with
scenes of st. petersburg high-society in the story of the passionate hermann's quest
to master chance and make his fortune at the c the queen of spades has long been
acknowledged as one of the world's greatest short stories. in this classic literary
representation of gambling, alexander pushkin explores the nature of obsession.
hints of the occult and gothic alternate with scenes of st. petersburg high-society
in the story of the passionate hermann's quest to master chance and make his
Readable/Downloadable
fortune at the card-table. underlying the taut plot is an ironical treatment of the
romantic dreamer and social outcast. this volume contains three other major works
of pushkin's fiction, moving from the witty parodies of sentimentalism and high
melodrama in the tales of belkin to an early experiment with re-creating the past in
peter the great's blackamoor. it concludes with the novel length masterpiece, the
captain's daughter, which combines historical fiction in the manner of sir walter
scott with the colour and devices of the russian fairy-tale in a narrative of rebellion
and romance. these new translations, as well as being meticulously faithful to the
original, do full justice to the elegance and fluency of pushkin's prose. the
introduction provides illuminating readings of the stories and places them in their
european literary context. a chronology of the pugachev uprising clarifies the
events in the captain's daughter. ...more

SEIZED: A SEA CAPTAIN'S ADVENTURES WITH SCOUNDRELS, CON
ARTISTS, AND PIRATES IN RECOVERING SHIPS FROM THE
WORLD'S MOST TROUBLED WATERS
seized throws open the hatch on the shadowy world of maritime shipping, where
third-world governments place exorbitant liens against ships, pirates seize
commercial vessels with impunity, crooks and con artists reign supreme on the
docks and in the shipyards—and hapless owners have to rely on sea captain max
hardberger to recapture their ships and win justice on the high s seized throws
open the hatch on the shadowy world of maritime shipping, where third-world
governments place exorbitant liens against ships, pirates seize commercial vessels
with impunity, crooks and con artists reign supreme on the docks and in the
shipyards—and hapless owners have to rely on sea captain max hardberger to
recapture their ships and win justice on the high seas. a ship captain, airplane
pilot, lawyer, teacher, writer, adventurer, and raconteur, max hardberger recovers
Readable/Downloadable
stolen freighters for a living. in seized, he takes us on a real-life journey into the
mysterious world of freighters and shipping, where fortunes are made and lost by
the whims of the waves. desperate owners hire max hardberger to “extract” or
steal back ships that have been illegitimately seized by putting together a missionimpossible team to sail them into international waters under cover of darkness.
it’s a high stakes assignment—if max or his crew are caught, they risk
imprisonment or death. seized takes readers behind the scenes of the multibillion
dollar maritime industry, as he recounts his efforts to retrieve freighters and other
vessels from new orleans to the caribbean, from east germany to vladivostak,
russia, and from greece to guatemala. he resorts to everything from disco dancing
to women of the night to distract the shipyard guards, from bribes to voodoo
doctors to divert attention and buy the time he needs to sail a ship out of a foreign
port without clearance. seized is adventure nonfiction at its best. from the
hardcover edition. ...more
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A CAPTAIN'S DUTY: SOMALI PIRATES, NAVY SEALS, AND
DANGEROUS DAYS AT SEA
"i share the country's admiration for the bravery of captain phillips and his selfless
concern for his crew. his courage is a model for all americans." --president barack
obama it was just another day on the job for fifty-three-year-old richard phillips,
captain of the maersk alabama, the united states-flagged cargo ship which was
carrying, among other things, food and agri "i share the country's admiration for
the bravery of captain phillips and his selfless concern for his crew. his courage is
a model for all americans." --president barack obama it was just another day on
the job for fifty-three-year-old richard phillips, captain of the maersk alabama, the
united states-flagged cargo ship which was carrying, among other things, food and
agricultural materials for the world food program. that all changed when armed
somali pirates boarded the ship. the pirates didn't expect the crew to fight back,
nor did they expect captain phillips to offer himself as hostage in exchange for the Readable/Downloadable
safety of his crew. thus began the tense five-day stand-off, which ended in a
daring high-seas rescue when u.s. navy seals opened fire and picked off three of
the captors. "it never ends like this," captain phillips said. and he's right. a
captain's duty tells the life-and-death drama of the vermont native who was held
captive on a tiny lifeboat off somalia's anarchic, gun-plagued shores. a story of
adventure and courage, it provides the intimate details of this high-seas hostagetaking--the unbearable heat, the death threats, the mock executions, and the escape
attempt. when the pirates boarded his ship, captain phillips put his experience into
action, doing everything he could to safeguard his crew. and when he was held
captive by the pirates, he marshaled all his resources to ensure his own survival,
withstanding intense physical hardship and an escalating battle of wills with the
pirates. this was it: the moment where training meets instinct and where character
is everything. richard phillips was ready. ...more

DELECTABLY UNDONE!: A SCANDALOUS LIAISON\PLEASURED BY
THE VIKING\THE CAPTAIN'S WICKED WAGER\THE SAMURAI'S
FORBIDDEN TOUCH\ARABIAN NIGHTS WITH A RAKE (MACEGAN
BROTHERS #6 5)
"a scandalous liaison" by elizabeth rollsviscount st. austell has never forgotten the
night he shared with loveday trehearne. now, as mystery surrounds her, he will
rediscover all her sensuous curves."pleasured by the viking" by michelle
willinghamauder o reilly's afraid she won't satisfy her husband-to-be. so viking
gunnar dalrata offers to show her the pleasures of makin "a scandalous liaison" by
elizabeth rollsviscount st. austell has never forgotten the night he shared with
loveday trehearne. now, as mystery surrounds her, he will rediscover all her
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sensuous curves."pleasured by the viking" by michelle willinghamauder o reilly's
afraid she won't satisfy her husband-to-be. so viking gunnar dalrata offers to show
her the pleasures of making love."the captain's wicked wager" by marguerite
kayecaptain ewan dalgleish makes isabella mansfield a scandalous wager: in
return for the money she needs, she must spend three nights with him."the
samurai's forbidden touch" by ashley radcliffthe only love and adventure miku's
found is in poetry. but with samurai warrior takeshi, tantalizing new cravings are
aroused."arabian nights with a rake" by bronwyn scottsusannah sutcliffe is held
captive in a bedouin camp. she must convince handsome english diplomat alex
grayfield to rescue her--by seducing him ...more

DELECTABLY UNDONE!: A SCANDALOUS LIAISON\\PLEASURED BY THE VIKING\\THE
CAPTAIN'S WICKED WAGER\\THE SAMURAI'S FORBIDDEN TOUCH\\ARABIAN NIGHTS
WITH A RAKE (MACEGAN BROTHERS #6 5)
a collection of five sensual stories. history has never been so hot!a scandalous liaison by elizabeth
rollsviscount st. austell has never forgotten the illicit night he shared with loveday trehearne. now, as mystery
surrounds her, he's going to rediscover all her sensuous curves….pleasured by the viking by michelle
willinghaminnocent auder Ó reilly's afraid she won't satis a collection of five sensual stories. history has
never been so hot!a scandalous liaison by elizabeth rollsviscount st. austell has never forgotten the illicit night
he shared with loveday trehearne. now, as mystery surrounds her, he's going to rediscover all her sensuous
Readable/Downloadable
curves….pleasured by the viking by michelle willinghaminnocent auder Ó reilly's afraid she won't satisfy her
husband-to-be in the marriage bed. so viking gunnar dalrata offers to show her the pleasures of making
love….the captain's wicked wager by marguerite kayecaptain ewan dalgleish makes isabella mansfield a
scandalous wager: in return for the money she needs, she must spend three nights with him….the samurai's
forbidden touch by ashley radcliffthe only love and adventure miku's found is in her poetry. but left alone
with samurai warrior takeshi, tantalizing new cravings are aroused….arabian nights with a rake by bronwyn
scottsusannah sutcliffe is held captive in a bedouin camp. to escape, she must convince handsome english
diplomat alex grayfield to rescue her—by seducing him! ...more
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THE HUNGRY OCEAN: A SWORDBOAT CAPTAIN'S JOURNEY
the new york times bestseller--now available in paperback! known to millions of
readers of the perfect storm as the captain of the hannah boden, sister ship to the
andrea gail, linda greenlaw is also known as one of the best sea captains on the
east coast. here she offers an adventure-soaked tale of her own, complete with
danger, humor, and characters so colorful they seem the new york times
bestseller--now available in paperback! known to millions of readers of the perfect
storm as the captain of the hannah boden, sister ship to the andrea gail, linda
greenlaw is also known as one of the best sea captains on the east coast. here she
offers an adventure-soaked tale of her own, complete with danger, humor, and
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characters so colorful they seem to have been ripped from the pages of moby dick.
"a beautiful book a story of triumph, of a woman not only making it but
succeeding at the highest level in one of the most male-dominated and most
dangerous professions." -- douglas whynott, the new york times book review "an
authentic, insightful account of the intensity of captaining a crew of strong men in
an ocean which does what it wants." -- daniel hays, co-author of my old man and
the sea "a crystal-clear account of fishing the grand banks in a modern swordfish
boat. greenlaw is an excellent captainand an excellent writer." -- john casey,
author of spartina ...more

ROUGH PASSAGE TO LONDON: A SEA CAPTAIN'S TALE
lyme, connecticut, early nineteenth century. elisha ely morgan is a young farm
boy who has witnessed first-hand the terror of the war of 1812. troubled by a
tumultuous home life ruled by the fists of their tempestuous father, ely s two older
brothers have both left their pastoral boyhoods to seek manhood through sailing.
one afternoon, the morgan family receives a letter i lyme, connecticut, early
nineteenth century. elisha ely morgan is a young farm boy who has witnessed
first-hand the terror of the war of 1812. troubled by a tumultuous home life ruled
by the fists of their tempestuous father, ely s two older brothers have both left
their pastoral boyhoods to seek manhood through sailing. one afternoon, the
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morgan family receives a letter indicating that one brother is lost at sea; the other
is believed to be dead. scrimping as much savings as a farm boy can muster, ely
spends nigh every penny he has to become a sailor on a square-rigged ship, on a
route from new york to london a route he hopes will lead to his vanished brother,
abraham. learning the brutal trade of a sailor, ely takes quickly to sea-life, but his
focus lies with finding abraham. following a series of cryptic clues regarding his
brother s fate, ely becomes entrenched in a mystery deeper than he can imagine.
as he feels himself drawing closer to an answer, ely climbs the ranks to become a
captain, experiences romance, faces a mutiny, meets queen victoria, and befriends
historical legends such as charles dickens in his raucous quest. ...more

WAR CAPTAIN'S COMPANION (BOXES SET, SPELLJAMMER GAME)
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CAPTAIN'S STORIES - TALES OF TRAVEL
journey around the world with the captain as he narrates 15 stories of adventure. meet
audacious characters like barbarosa, who changed the mediterranean, or mau pialiug who
connected modern polynesians with the ancients. visit the first suez canal in ancient
egypt, modern volcanoes erupting next door in iceland or view the war between new
zealand and france. the perfect d journey around the world with the captain as he narrates
15 stories of adventure. meet audacious characters like barbarosa, who changed the
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mediterranean, or mau pialiug who connected modern polynesians with the ancients. visit
the first suez canal in ancient egypt, modern volcanoes erupting next door in iceland or
view the war between new zealand and france. the perfect deck chair book for people
who love to travel, love to read about travel and want to know more about their world.
view the footsteps of those who have journeyed before you, changing our world.
audacious characters and startling events will be your shipmates. ...more
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CAPTAIN'S FURY (CODEX ALERA #4)
after two years of bitter conflict with the hordes of invading canim, tavi of
calderon, now captain of the first aleran legion, realizes that a peril far greater than
the canim exists-the mysterious threat that drove the savage canim to flee their
homeland. now, tavi must find a way to overcome the centuries-old animosities
between aleran and cane if an alliance is to be f after two years of bitter conflict
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with the hordes of invading canim, tavi of calderon, now captain of the first aleran
legion, realizes that a peril far greater than the canim exists-the mysterious threat
that drove the savage canim to flee their homeland. now, tavi must find a way to
overcome the centuries-old animosities between aleran and cane if an alliance is to
be forged against their mutual enemy. and he must lead his legion in defiance of
the law, against friend and foe--or no one will have a chance of survival ...more

THE CAPTAIN'S ANGEL (THE BUCHANAN SAGA #3)
ritcherd and kyrah buchanan have settled into an idyllic marriage, and life is good.
but then a sudden tragedy hurls ritcherd into a maelstrom of grief and fury that
Readable/Downloadable
could tear them viciously apart. menacing ghosts from his childhood don't help-and neither does a treason investigation that threatens to send garret and ritcherd
to the gallows.

CAPTAIN'S PARADISE (HAGEN #9)
when robin stuart was plucked, drenched and shivering, from the stormy seas, she
clung desperately to the arms that had reached for her - but had she escaped from
one terror into another? she'd been too close to danger not to recognize it again in
the savagely beautiful man who'd pulled her from the water. michael siran was
tough, fearless, confident - and an expert at pla when robin stuart was plucked,
drenched and shivering, from the stormy seas, she clung desperately to the arms
that had reached for her - but had she escaped from one terror into another? she'd
been too close to danger not to recognize it again in the savagely beautiful man
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who'd pulled her from the water. michael siran was tough, fearless, confident and an expert at playing dangerous games, but from the moment the terrified siren
with bewitching eyes grabbed him and held on tight, he was captured by
something he could never let go. michael trusted no one, but robin insisted on
sharing his mission, determined to prove herself by facing the demons that had
always pursued her. michael knew the odds were against them, but when the heat
of robin's need fed his own fire, a passion born in turmoil and fueled by peril
made hedging his bets impossible...could he make her understand that heroes are
human, that her courage ran as deep as his love? .more

THE VOID CAPTAIN'S TALE
in the second starfaring age, humans travel the universe via a technology they
barely understand, propelled by a space drive consisting of mysteriously complex
mechanisms and, symbiotically linked to it, a living woman, the void pilot. pilots
are rare, and the ability to be a pilot also entails physical wasting and a shortened
life. but pilots live only for the timeless mom in the second starfaring age, humans
travel the universe via a technology they barely understand, propelled by a space
drive consisting of mysteriously complex mechanisms and, symbiotically linked
to it, a living woman, the void pilot. pilots are rare, and the ability to be a pilot
also entails physical wasting and a shortened life. but pilots live only for the
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timeless moments of transition, when their ships cross the emptiness of space in
an instant. now void pilot dominique alia wu has begun to catch a glimpse of
something more, something transcendent in that eternal moment and she needs the
cooperation of her captain to achieve it permanently. even at risk to the survival of
the ship. norman spinrad has been one of sf’s most adventurous writers since the
1960s, an internationally praised peer of such writers as harlan ellison, michael
moorcock, and samuel r. delany. his stories of the second starfaring age, the void
captain’s tale and the later novel child of fortune, form a single epic praised by the
encyclopedia of science fiction as “an eroticized vision of the galaxy an elated
wanderjahr among the sparkling worlds.” ...more
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THE FOX; THE CAPTAIN'S DOLL; THE LADYBIRD
a collection of three novellas that display d. h. lawrence's brilliant and insightful
evocation of human relationships - both tender and cruel - and the devastating
results of war in the fox, two young women living on a small farm during the first
world war find their solitary life interrupted. as a fox preys on their poultry, a
human predator has the women in his sights. t a collection of three novellas that
display d. h. lawrence's brilliant and insightful evocation of human relationships both tender and cruel - and the devastating results of war in the fox, two young
women living on a small farm during the first world war find their solitary life
interrupted. as a fox preys on their poultry, a human predator has the women in his
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sights. the captain's doll explores the complex relationship between a german
countess and a married scottish soldier in occupied germany, while in the ladybird
a wounded prisoner of war has a disturbing influence on the englishwoman who
visits him in hospital. for more than seventy years, penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the english-speaking world. with more than
1,700 titles, penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators. ...more

THE CAPTAIN'S WICKED WAGER
captain ewan dalgleish was as famous for breaking society's rules as for his daring
exploits on the battlefield. yet nothing could truly satisfy his need for
excitement...until he laid eyes on beautiful isabella mansfield at the gaming
saloon, staking her future on a turn of the cards. her enticing combination of
sensuality and haughtiness intrigued him as much as his noto captain ewan
dalgleish was as famous for breaking society's rules as for his daring exploits on
Readable/Downloadable
the battlefield. yet nothing could truly satisfy his need for excitement.until he laid
eyes on beautiful isabella mansfield at the gaming saloon, staking her future on a
turn of the cards. her enticing combination of sensuality and haughtiness intrigued
him as much as his notorious reputation interested her. so when belle loses the
money she so obviously needs, ewan can't resist making a scandalous wager: that
in return for her money, she must spend three nights with him, each starting with
the roll of the dice.and ending however the winner chooses. .more

FICTIONAL DISEASES, INCLUDING: SNOW CRASH, THE WHITE
PLAGUE, THE THACKERY T LAMBSHEAD POCKET GUIDE TO
ECCENTRIC &AMP; DISCREDITED DISEASES, COOTIES, LIST OF
FICTIONAL DISEASES, THE WHITE DISEASE, CAPTAIN TRIPS,
CORRUPTED BLOOD INCIDENT, VIRTUAL PLAGUE
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
Readable/Downloadable
allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration
focused on fictional diseases.more info: this article is a list of fictional diseases nonexistent, named medical conditions which appear in fiction where they have a
major plot or thematic importance. they may be fictional psychological disorders,
magical, from mythological or fantasy settings, have evolved naturally, been
engineered artificially (most often created as biological weapons), or be any
illness that came forth from the (ab)use of technology. ...more
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THE YEAR'S BEST FANTASY AND HORROR 2008: TWENTY-FIRST
ANNUAL COLLECTION (THE YEAR'S BEST FANTASY AND HORROR
#21 - YEAR 2008)
as in every year since 1988, the editors tirelessly scoured story collections,
magazines, and anthologies worldwide to compile a delightful, diverse feast of
tales and poems. on this anniversary, the editors have increased the size of the
collection to 300,000 words of fiction and poetry, including works by billy collins,
ted chiang, karen joy fowler, elizabeth hand, glen h as in every year since 1988,
the editors tirelessly scoured story collections, magazines, and anthologies
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worldwide to compile a delightful, diverse feast of tales and poems. on this
anniversary, the editors have increased the size of the collection to 300,000 words
of fiction and poetry, including works by billy collins, ted chiang, karen joy
fowler, elizabeth hand, glen hirshberg, joyce carol oates, and new world fantasy
award winner m. rickert. with impeccably researched summations of the field by
the editors, honorable mentions, and articles by edward bryant, charles de lint and
jeff vandermeer on media, music and graphic novels, this is a heady brew topped
off by an unparalleled list of sources of fabulous works both light and dark.
...more
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